[Effect of reinforcing Qi strength spleen in the expression of bFGF and EGF in treating serious soft tissue injury].
Using the method of bleeding from the orbital vein and lancing to make the animal model of trauma, and to observe the influence of reinforcing Qi strength spleen in the expression of bFGF and EGF in the reparative process of raw surface, in order to explore the possible mechanism of reinforcing Qi strength spleen in promoting the rehabilitation of soft tissue. Forty healthly adult SD rats were made to be traumatic model using the method of bleeding from the orbital vein and lancing. After operation, there were 33 rats survival, which were divided into the reinforcing Qi strength spleen group, the activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis group and the model group randomly. The raw surface and ambient normal skin were taken at the 3rd, 7th and 14th days after operation to detect the expression of bFGF and EGF by immunohistochemical method. At the 3rd, 7th and 14th days after operation, the expression of bFGF and EGF in the tissue of raw surface of the reinforcing Qi strength spleen group and the activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis group was obviously higher than that of the model group(P < 0.05). Compared with the activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis group, the expression of bFGF and EGF in the tissue of raw surface of the reinforcing Qi strength spleen group was higher (P < 0.05) in the 3rd and 7th day after operation. But in the 14th after operation, there was no significantly difference between reinforcing Qi strength spleen group and activating blood circulation to dissipate blood stasis group. The method of reinforcing Qi strength spleen can efficiently promote the expression of bFGF and EGF in raw surface of serious soft tissue injury.